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Help

Us

Pondering prayer
In the Mountains
By Laura Aase, Pg. 7

Healing! (In

Christ)

By Katie Fick, Pg. 10

Christian LionTaming: A Primer
By Mark Nygard, Pg. 3
Plus: Greek gastronomy, intern insights, Heidi...

and

communing

with a cactus?

First Things First

From the Mann Himself

Letter from the Editor

Prayer: S
Silence
r
e ce to Hear

By Nicholas Weber
Concord managing

By John Mann

editor

Seminary pastor

Pray

without

Paul

as

ceasing,"

exhorts

in

Oneofthe reactions Ihavehadregularly
since I have come to Luther Seminary is

1 Thessalonians, is an oft-quoted verse. However, how

do

often

we

spiritualize prayer and other parts of the

Christian life to
suggestion

that

mean

we

have

related to a scene in the movie Amadeus.
As I remember it, Emperor Joseph II is

nothing more than a quaint
the age of theological

outgrown

critiquing a composition of the young
Mozart. He observes, " Too many notes!
Too many notes!"

sophistication? How could

God possibly answer prayer in
way that is effective, yet not pre- determined? Adding
to the discomfort of actually praying for someone or
something is the Lutheran logic that if we are to pray,
a

does that

As I have listened in the many meetings and conversations
Luther' s campus often I have muttered, " Too many

around

to do something?
We should take comfort in the fact that the disciples
mean

the early

and

that

we are called

church

Yes, I know that the Word became flesh, but not all
words. Sometimes Ifearthatthe excessive verbiage of academic
words."

to pray. When their
God, they did not spend time

were quick

prayers were answered

by

life keeps us from hearing God' s Word. We are distracted from
the Word that matters and the words that might lead us there.

congratulating themselves for their marvelous efforts
as " prayer warriors," nor did they spend time asking
if God would have done the same thing without their
prayers.

Hearing God' s word sometimes requires significant silence.
Otherwise, the cacophony of noise keeps us from hearing,
listening and learning. I fear our prayerful monologues can
obscure a sense of God' s presence and keep us from the patient
listening that can draw us closer to God.

Instead, they thanked God. Jesus' instructions
we say together everyday in chapel, include

to pray, as
an

extremely mundane and scandalously unspiritual
for daily bread. As God has so richly blessed us

This fact is worrisome not just in our prayer moments,

request
with

spiritual

bodily

that we do too
deeper

It is

shudder

to

the

pitfall of

supposing

our

student Matthew Poock spoke passionately about Sabbath

desire to

much

problem:

in

avoid

prayer, we are

led into

space in our lives. The clutter and frenzy of daily life in our
whole

a much

from

step from minimizing
to ignoring the physical needs

a short

our

bodily

needs.

one' s own physical
of others.

Thus, our

believing
do

that God in Christ actually has something to
Let us think about prayer; then let us

together. But it is arguable that there should be at least some

pray, remembering that God calls us to pray for rather
mundane things; and, after we have prayed, we then are

to love

distraction — keeps us from

our life together subservient to the academic side of our life

with our world.

called

and

In an article I read in Christian Century before coming
to Luther, it was suggested that a seminary is at least part
monastery. I know that we must make the monastery part of

to pray betrays both a retreat from the needs
and our part in serving them, and a flight from

reluctance
of others,

society— its business

focusing. In the pressures of seminary life these distractions
are especially troublesome. We hardly have space to pray.We
seldom imagine, wonder or hope. These struggles keep us from
a healing, growing and thoughtful engagement with God.

the Gnostic idea that our life must be

on a spiritual plane, away

needs

ask

but in our whole life. At mutual ministry gatherings recently,

for

we

sustenance?

Perhaps, in

lived

benefits, why do

prayer time that includes silence for centering and listening.
Perhaps a vow of silence for a few minutes each day might be a

and serve our neighbor.

place to start. That would at least give us some space to begin.

In the

next

Concord: Ecumenism

At times such as Christmas, guests from different denominations join us for worship. How do we faithfully minster
to them? When they encourage us, do we critique their theology or receive it as helpful Christian support?
Articles are due Wednesday, Dec. 5.
If interested in being solicited for articles in the future, please send an e- mail to concord@luthersem.edu.
Pay rate is$ 15 per article with up to 250 words and$ 25 per article with more than 250 words.
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a monthly publication prepared by students at
Seminary, 2481 Como Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 55108, and reflects
official position of Luther Seminary nor of the Evangelical

written consent of the publisher, Luther Seminary.Questions and
comments may be directed to concord@luthersem. edu.
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Seminary
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other use
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a

publication

editor

Katie Fick, contributing

in both

given

contained

for the duplication

of

of persons associated with

allowed without

the expressed

in our mailbox in the Olson Campus Center( 98); at our office,

Gullixson 10; or by a-mail The managing editor reserves the right
to publish, edit, or disregard all submissions.

Walking the Faith

Letters to the Editor

Direct from the
Cameroon Cafeteria

On Student Insurance
Plan checkup
As

a

field, I

former

underwriter

was stunned when

Students Patricia Lull

and

Finance Don Lewis

and

I

long

in the

Vice President

about

the

of

By Mark Nygard

healthcare

major medical

the interviews

read

I put my life in God's hands

overdue

Dean

with

Ph. D. student

of

Administration

As a parish pastor or church worker, you will, no doubt,

health insurance

student

find yourself in unimaginably diverse situations. Picture

plan. Whether it is an individual health plan or a corporate/

Yourself in this one.

group health plan, the policy should be reviewed every year.
Both Lull and Lewis indicated that it has been 10- plus years

Your congregation has 100 guests coming for the weekend
a church convention) and there isn' t enough money to feed
them all. They do, however, manage to scrape together
enough
buy a half dozen cartridges so that the local
hunter can shoot some game.( This is deer hunting season,

since this health plan has really been looked at closely.Health
care
and

are

is changing constantly, especially in the past few years,
it does not surprise me that the costs for our student policy
sky high. Relying on a broker to monitor plan benefits

and costs can

be

directly to the

amount of

problematic, since a

the

so this is not afar-fetched idea. Picture it.) Your hunter

broker' s income is tied

premiums paid

to any

is successful, and that evening you get word that, God be
Praised, two antelope are hanging from a tree, curing in the

particular

insurer. I encourage the administration to continue their

clearing on the other side of the ridge.
At sunrise you head out to bring home the provisions.
You get to the clearing and are happy to see the two antelope
still hanging there. What you are not so happy to see are the
two lions sniffing around down below them. What do you
do now? Go home empty-handed,

look" at other options, and I hope to see the promised survey
come out soon.

Paula Lawhead
M. Div.

middler

and face those 100 delegates with

deliberately
forward, scare away the lions,
no

So What Happens to

meat? Or,

take the

Chapel Offerings?
Luther

Seminary

Chapel

staff

last

academic year

to nine

and around

Parish

Luther

different

ministries at

Luther, in

Library

Assistance

Center for Chinese

Ministry

Lutheran Volunteer Corporation( Twin Cities Chapter)
assist . servants

primarily with sojourners
larger church community.

or

Taboun,

In the moment of your deepest angst, I invite you
to remember your brother in the faith, Naibou Michel

Redeemer Center for Life

ministries

in

terrifying to your culture.

All Nations Indian Church

These

assignment

Christ. Naibou was living and working in Taboun, a hundred
miles' walk from his native Karang people, because Christ
gave him a reason to put his life on the line, exactly as you
are doing now and will be doing wherever you are called.
For you, it may be lions or it may be some other thing just as

International Student Scholarships

Pueblo de Fe

Southeast Asian

as his.

I propose that, African or not, you are made out of the
same stuff that Naibou Michel is through your faith in

Program

Wilderness Canoe Base Fire Relief Fund

Hospitality

students,

guests with meat. So I put my life in God' s hands and went
and got the meat." As simple as that. Astounding.

the state. Those ministries are as

International

Seminary

my

is made out of
the same stuff

Adamaoua Province, northern Cameroon. He told me
afterwards," I was scared, but I knew I had to welcome our

follows:
Lutheran

one of

Our faith

Naibou Michel, during his first

year

the Twin Cities

for

actually

situation

happened to

seminary worship offerings totaled nearly
20,000. Those offerings were distributed at the end of the
Last

antelope, and provide

Your guests?

This

By

move

those

of
who

Christ
are

who

thinking it over, putting his life in God' s hands, and
carefully moving forward — not because he is so heroic

work

needy in

our

(

though he certainly is), but because, as saints with him in
Christ, our faith is made out of the same stuff as his.

This fall we have decided to assist the flood victims in
southeastern Minnesota and will funnel funds through

Lutheran ministries in these areas. Your continued generosity
will

help

mightily

our sisters and

brothers in Christ.

About this month's cover: M. Div. senior Edith Gage provided the

calligraphy for the cover image.
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Creation and Crisis

Green

Christianity

Faith as a moral force for environmental change
By Joel Smeby
M.A. senior

Christian animism" is Mark Wallace' s model of the new

vision of Christian faith necessary to respond to the current
apocalyptic situation" in which we find ourselves with global

warming. Wallace, professor of Religion at Swarthmore
College, gave this

lecture in the Word&

year' s

World Lecture

Series," The New Green Christianity: Why the Church is Vital
to Saving the Earth," on Nov 7.
NASA climate specialist Jim Hansen says that without a

cut to greenhouse gases, the world in 10 years will be a" totally
different place"; a United Nations-sponsored panel reports that

earth' s temperature will rise by 3 to 10 degrees this century,

compared to only 1 degree in the previous century; and plant
and animal species are dying off at a rate similar to the era in
which dinosaurs became extinct some 65 million years ago.

Science can only feed us such data. Wallace argued that
without a proper moral foundation, our planet cannot be saved
from the effects of us human " carbon drunks" stumbling

about the earth. This moral foundation, Wallace proposes,
that only religion can save us— a religion that

would suggest

contains faith in the earth as God' s sacred creation and that
supplies the motivation to save the earth from our own selfish
behaviors.
Political solutions have

Biblically
must rise

proven to be impotent, Wallace says.
faith communities, " Green Christians,"

centered

up to engender social change based

upon

the

Communication Office photo by Allison Schmitt

Mark I. Wallace, professor of Religion at Pennsylvania' s

model

Swarthmore College, delivers the 2007 Word& World Lecture

of the" green face of life" exemplified in Jesus. He was born
livestock,

amidst

wandered

beneath a descending bird, was soaked by the waters where
fish were being pulled into boats, presided at the Last Supper
bread

with

were produce of

the earth and was

who saturates all of

dwells in the
carnal

The

that

to a wooden cross. It is the" inner animating force" of
the earth, the " animist" Jesus who

nailed

God

and wine

reality

planet
of all

the

and

Holy Spirit

things, derived

fiery Spirit is

pneumatic and

provides

the

of earth, air, water and

fire.

also

who

the" liquid God"( as in

water, blood, urine, sweat and mucous) who

is the presence

and

things and beings of the planet. This

Holy Spirit
Christian witness" who appears. as animal
flesh in the dove just as the" raptor Father" encloses the Son
with wings of self-giving love during the baptism of Jesus.
power of all

is the" bird God

Without

the beyond but

level

of

food

the planet...

What

is

of

that embraces

such an animism
also

not

only the God of

the God enfleshed in

chains, we

all things, down to the
Christians have little chance of saving

according to a Bill Moyers video shown during the lecture.
These conservatives are becoming not only" green" but even
tree-huggers." Politics and religion come together in" straight
from the Bible" sermons that reference the rainbow covenant

"

of Genesis 9 and go so far as to worship the ground of Father
God/ Mother Earth.

Should Christians worship the earth just as pagans do?
Can one worship a creature in addition to the Creator? Is
there holiness in other than God? Yes to all, says Wallace, if

Jesus and the Holy Spirit are fully embodied in the " sacred
place" of nature. God is not distant but is embedded in and

with the planet and is" earnestly working with us" to heal it.
So Christians can now speak of such things as holy ground,
sacred plants and spiritual animals.

Religious faith throughout history has been the most
effective

and ourselves.

doing today to protect this creation that
divinity? Converting light bulbs, building

are churches

embedded with

on Nov. 7 in the Chapel of the Incarnation.

the desert wilds, was baptized

reducing

utilizing

moral force

for

social

change. Wallace wants

Christians to be inspired by such historic movements ( the
abolition of slavery, the women' s suffragist movement and

fair-

the civil rights movements of the 1950s and `60s) to " fire the

recycling, but also joining stewardship
networks such as the Interfaith Power and Light campaign

imagination and to empower the will" to break the addictive

green"

trade

sanctuaries,

products

consumption,

and

www.theregenerationproject. org)

Environment Network (
in

care

for the

the

www.creationcare. org)

creation and a restoration of

beauty." Even " Christian
Vineyard Boise Church

4•
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evangelicals,"

of

Idaho,

are

Evangelical
to cooperate

the "

such as

garden of

those

at

the

getting into the action,

dependence upon fossil fuels. Only " Green Christians" have
the access to the spiritual values and the passion for justice
that can animate such changes. These Christians must

experience deep spiritual and mystical kinships with all
plants and animals and must drive changes in the current
generation of consumers... or it will be too late.

Prayer in Action

Prayer Instincts

A Bridge to God

Kuntz

By Jen

By David Arends

M. Div. intern

Each

M. Div. intern

day

a

litany

of

prayer

litters

requests

my inbox. This is life in the church. People have

worry, illness or death, and they want
to talk to God about it. What are they hoping

Over this past summer, I' m sure that you all heard many stories about
acts of bravery performed by those who were on the I-35W bridge when it

an ache,

dropped into the river.And if your e-mail address ends in" luthersem.edu,"

you

you most likely read about the Luther Seminary student who gladly and
fearlessly served as the on-call chaplain at Abbott Northwestern that night.
Well, that was me: Here' s the story of what else went down that night.
After a full day of CPE ending in a group session, which was always
my favorite time, I headed home. I was home just long enough to change

for

and seeking? What do they want from God?
Prayer has always been a point of tension for

In

me.

it has

some ways

to pray. In
prayer is.

never

been hard for me

I don' t have

other ways

a clue what

clothes before my wife, Ari, and I went back out again. We were on our way

Gut Instinct No. 1: Prayer is

conversation

God wants to hear from me,

and communication.

to Ari's grandfather' s house where I was looking forward to having a" good
time" getting to know my in-laws better. We had barely settled in to some

and

I have plenty to say. From the tiniest detail
about my day or how I' m feeling to the huge,

chit-chat when a call came.

traumatic/ dramatic events, God is interested

bridge

in my whole life. I suppose this emerged in my
teen years when I acted like I was the center of ,

crap!" was the first response this seminary-educated mind came up with. It
was quickly followed by the thought," Oh, crap," when I realized that these
people on the screen would soon be going to hospitals, at one of which I was

the

universe and

God

address

with

therefore had the audacity to
however and whatever f felt.

Fortunately this boldness has become an asset.
Gut Instinct No. 2: My entire life is a prayer.
My existence is dependent upon and requires
words

from God for it to

to call

part of

thereby placing
with

God.

Essentially I listen

body—through
time

scripture,
and

life

events.

have been

in direct

me

with

I

spoken

others,

can speak

to

effect)

mourns the wicked." This did not soothe my nerves. So I switched to the

radio, which consisted mostly of this sort of dialog:" The bridge fell. That' s

my whole
engaging

dreams, feelings
to God because I

Gut Instinct No. 3: Prayer is

bad

feel how

deeply God has

horrible. How do

you

think it happened?"" I don't know.How do you think

it happened?" So I turned the radio off.

My mind was racing faster than the car I was driving. What was I going
to do at the hospital? What could I do? There really wasn' t much that I

about

breath.

My deepest and easiest connection with God
is breathing. With each breath I take in God' s
go of all the

My anxiety about the situations that I might face at the hospital rose
steadily for the next few minutes. We quickly agreed that I should start
heading toward the hospital, assuming that a call would come at any
moment. I got in my car and began driving away.Playing in my CD player
was the cast recording of Wicked, which opens with these lyrics." No one

with

by God.

Spirit, let

serving as chaplain that night.

communication

reflection,

quiet

I like

continue( what

the " because I said so"

Turn on the TV," said the caller. So we did. On the screen we saw a
which was considerably lower than it should have been. " Holy

could do. So I prayed and told God that He had better do something there
because I knew I wouldn' t be able to. So I prayed all the way there. And
when I got there I still felt unprepared.

who acts as a sort of cardboard cutout) we sort

Abbott is not a major trauma center, so we actually admitted very few
people from the bridge tragedy,and I met with only one of them. She was a
Hispanic girl who had been on the school bus. Physically she had hurt only
an ankle, but emotionally she was really freaked out. I tried to speak words
of comfort to her,telling her that she was going to be all right.
Her mother and her brother kept speaking to her, but they spoke in

learn about who we really
way for us to get perspective outside
ourselves and our minds, a means for us to

doing little good, so I sat quietly as they spoke. Then her brother looked
up at me and said," Her brothers were on the bus, too. They' re at another

stuff and remember/

entered creation on

every level.
Speculation No. 1: Perhaps

divine therapy. In the

midst of

prayer

is just

talking to God

out our problems and
are.

It' s

a

really hear what we say and think. On days
when I think God is actually listening, perhaps
prayer is a way for God to go to work on us and
change the ways we think.

Speculation

No.

Perhaps

is

Spanish, so I had no idea what the conversation was about. I could tell I was

hospital, and she' s worried about them. Could you pray for them?"
How foolish I felt. I had known the whole time that there was little I

could do for them, but I had kept on trying to think of something. This girl
had just experienced something that made absolutely no sense. Her entire

a

world was shaken. It's like she could see God there but felt God was out of

like the Sorcerer' s

reach. It seems to me that while I prayed for her and her brothers I was

energy and power to live.
Speculation No. 3: Perhaps prayer really

doing more than just interceding for them. I had expected to pray for her
so that God would then go straight to her and help her.What I didn't expect

life. As my supervisor
thought is an electrical impulse.

was that God would reach back out to her through me. It seemed that in the
prayer itself the girl saw God as reachable again.

source

of

Stone. It

does do

magical

into

prayer

provides

stuff and changes

pointed out,

When

2:

power

electrons and particles move and

each

reactions
effected.

bump

energy is transferred
take place. Change is created
other,

Imagine the

Prayer is more than just communicating with God. Prayer is not just

and

messages being passed back and forth between a person and God. In prayer

and

we are truly connected to God. I don't know if I will ever stop marveling at

possibilities of prayer.

the way God places us just where and when we are needed.
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No Hiding from God

God in Our Journey
Trusting
Lessons learned from Heidi
By Gracia Grindal
Professor

Rhetoric

of

Prayer is

our

Entrust While on Your Journey'

God,

with

relationship

our walk

with him. The nature of prayer is to give oneself
over

to the one who created

and

hoping

work

loves

us and

in him, that he

trusting

us,

things

will make all

together for good. It is a kind

of

intimacy

and

everything to God, and
then calmly resting, waiting for a surprise. We hope
as those who trust in God do,
believing that life,
reckless

abandonment of

in the darkest time, is joy. Jesus encourages
to be passionate in our requests of God, like the

even
us

Paul Gerhardt, 1653
Entrust,

while on

All that

Dawn Sonntag, 2007

yourjourney,
heart,

which grieves your

Into the

faithful

care most

Tr. Gracia Grindal, 2007

In him, rest all your sorrows,

Give them a glad good night.
Let go of all that troubles

Of him

who rules

To him

whose power governs

the stars,

Your heart and causes fright.
So rest, God is the ruler

A way for clouds and air,
For he will also find you

Of everything that is,

The way he has

And everything is his.

He governs well from heaven

prepared.

importunate widow in Luke, and to live always in
the hope that God is working something out for us
that we cannot even imagine yet. Paul Gerhardt' s

To God,

whom you must

To bless

you

hymn

Look to his

on

Psalm 37," Entrust while

on your

journey"

Befiehl du deine Wege") teaches this very clearly.
As Christians we believe in the promise of a

brighter day ahead." Entrust to God your way, hope
in him, and he will bring it to pass"( Psalm 37: 5).
The hymn has taught Christians, fromGerhardt' s
contemporaries

to children

children' s novel,

Heidi, to Dietrich Bonhoeffer

who

read

the great
and

many resisters of the Nazi terrors, how God works
in this world. At the end of Heidi, Heidi discusses
this mystery with her friend Clara:
As the children lay that night in bed
the

at

day

looking

out

Heidi said, " I have been thinking all
happy thing it is that God does not give

stars

what a

us what we ask for, even when we pray and pray
and

I

pray, if he knows there is something better for
you felt like that? I prayed so hard when

have

us;

in Frankfurt that I

was

and

because I

forgotten
first

at

come

me.

And

when

here,

might go

was not allowed

I

now you see,

wanted

to,

home

if I had

you would

and would never

at once,

to I thought God had

have

come
never

got well."

away

have
Clara

had in her turn become thoughtful. " But, Heidi,"
she said, "

in that case we ought never to pray for

anything, as God always intends something better
for us than we know or wish for."
You

must not

Heidi. " We

think it' s like that, Clara,"

replied

praying for everything, for
everything, so that God may know we do not forget
that it all comes from him. If we forget God, then

he lets

must go on

us go our own way and we get

grandmamma

us what we ask

heard

into trouble;

told me so. And if he does

for

we must not

leave

not give

think that he has

praying, but we must
still pray and say, I am sure, dear God, that you are
keeping something better for me, and I will not be
not

us and

off

unhappy, for I know that you will make everything
right in the end. For that we ought to thank God
right now"

This is

what

true faith is,

praying.

6•
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So that
Your

own

works around you

why

we

go on

worth.

worries,

God to

Go to the Lord in

help

you:

hurtful

good or

all your children's needs,

For

what your will

And
Is

Almighty

has

purposed

One,

Ways

You

find,

you will

never

lack the

Your deeds
path

Your

work cannot

is

Your labor

And

Will you stay true and faithful

blessing,

light,

purest

all

As though he had forgotten

To him in whom you rest,
Then he will yet deliver
You when you least expect.

be hindered

Then he will lift your burden,
And set your spirit free.

never rests,

if

And let you be suspended

might,

would serve them

even

To leave you all alone

His promises to you.

you would give your children

All that

He may delay a season
And seem to let you go,

yes always,

are purest

Your

When

done.

counsel

And he will find solutions

In anxious groans of rue,

what your wisdom pleases

by your

So you will be amazed.
When he, as is his nature,

As though he had intended

For

You do,

Will manage all things wisely

For all that troubles you.

prayer.

Your faithfulness and mercy,
0 Father, know and see

All that is

Him, him, let him now govern,
The wisest Prince whose ways

Will rule with power and truth

or grief or cares

best.

devils

You' ll see your sorrows ended

In glorious liberty.
Yes, soon, oh child most faithful!

Would try to hold their sway
It never can be doubted

You have your battle won!

That God

You' ve now received your crown!

will win

What he himself
And

what

Will in the

Through
Hope

Hope,

end

all

day.

live

to

be

always

eternity.
weary Christian,
fear,

never, never
will

grasp

pit of sheer

God' s
Of

wants

always,

For God

The

he

the

created

you out of

despair.

mercies will relieve you

your anxieties.

Wait patiently, his
and

has

consuming

bring

not

trust in

on earth,

your work

Your tears
Will

here

With

joy you

sunshine

soon will see.

With glory and thanksgiving
For God himself has given
A palm in your right hand

And now you sing in heaven
With those victorious bands.

Bring it to pass, 0 Father,
Now end our pain and need.

And strengthen for our journey
Our weary hands and feet
And let your care surround us

Steadfastly on our way
As every step will lead us
Toward heaven's brighter day.

Singing a Psalm

God in the Wilderness
Prayer that sustains amid the worst
By Laura Aase
M.Div. junior plus

A favorite camp song at Luther
Heights in Idaho, where I served as the
program director, is based on Psalm 121:
I lift my eyes up unto the mountains,
where

does my help

U

from?" It is

come

a song best sung and prayed from the
middle of the meadow in front of camp,
surrounded by mountains. To imagine

God descending from the mountain in
order to bring aid is indeed a powerful
image. Yet in the summer of 2006, 1
looked to the mountains in despair,
feeling the presence of the mountains in
a new,overpowering, violent sort of way,
and wanting so badly to block them from
my vision. One of our staff members,
Jon Francis, had gone on a day hike
on Saturday and did not return. It was

Abe's Chair in the White Cloud Range

Sunday,and new campers were arriving.
Camp was starting, with or without Jon.
I

recall

the

This

wondering that day, amidst
fear that had my heart

palpable

thumping loudly in my
we

do this? How

of

you

familiar

relentless

will
with

demands

ears, "

How

I do this?"

Yang

will

in

blessing of prayer
reakin
my ears breaking

g and overpowering
Thosethrough
werg

camp know the

of a

camp schedule

the constant pulsing offear,

as well as what a gaping hole one staff
person' s absence creates

in

fear, fear.

a small staff

of 25. Indeed, I was asking," Where does
my help come from?"
All of our emergency policies in the
camp handbook were used in this time
of crisis: who to call, what to say, how

SO

to write statements to the media, how to
answer the phone. And there was comfort
and order from the specific demands of a
camp

program: when

to eat, what time to

Jon Francis

do Bible study and where to worship. But
there are no step-by-step instructions for
other things that went along with this
crisis:

how to

get out of bed, how to keep
face in front of the staff( so they
stay strong for their unsuspecting

a poker

could

how to stop crying.
Where does my help come from? Even
those first few days, or, rather, especially
campers) and

those first few days,

form

of prayer.

our

help

came

in the

Through the ELCA

and

Lutheran camping networks, thousands
connected to and beyond those networks
were praying for Jon, his family and this
Bible camp that he loved. The prayer
I' m

talking

about

is

off, romantic sort of

not a nebulous,

thing. I

am

far-

talking

about physical prayer: prayer that was

blatantly at work in our misery and
ministry. It

that kept

us

I lift up my eyes to the hills — from

physically upright, that got us out of bed
and that moved kids to minister to us in
amazing ways. It was sustaining in the

where will my help come? My help comes
from the Lord, who made heaven and

was

prayer

fundamental, basic and life-giving
ways. This blessing of prayer rang in my
ears, breakingthroughand overpowering
most

the constant pulsing of fear,fear,fear. It
knocked the shake out of my voice and
empowered

me

boldly, and in

to

continue

to

and

shall not strike you by day, nor the moon

by night. The Lord will keep youfrom all

way, about
staff. These

evil; he will keep your life. The Lord will

prayers of the people worked on and
me.

your shade at your right hand. The sun

speak

a new and real

God' s love to campers

earth. He will not let your foot be moved;
he who keeps you will not slumber. He
who keeps Israel will neither slumber nor
sleep. The Lord is your keeper; the Lord is

They changed me forever.

in

keep your going out and your coming in
from this time on andforevermore.
Psalm 121

CONCORD •
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Cries and Whispers

the Spice of Prayer Life

Variety Is

God's gifts in prayer are many
and went to and worked at Bible camp.

Elizabeth Flomo

By

M. Div. middler

a

How have I

prayed?

meal

ways ...

Lord' s

me count

prayer,

Diuina,

moi
''

to ask for things far beyond what is

realistic" to realizing that my gift of

%

tongues takes the form of singing.
I also thank myhusband for modeling

and

speaking in tongues, " popcorn"
the Psalms,

bodily prayer, praying
dwelling in the word. Wow,
style,

everything from living in the freedom

the

silent

call

Since those experiences, I have had

more instruction on prayer, learning

group blessings,

cataphatic

Lectio

meditation,

Let

prayers,

Prayer,

response,

h/G

a discipline of prayer.This past summer

I woke up to the sounds of deep cries to
God floating up from the first floor of

that' s quite

list! I am thankful for the exposure I' ve
had to a variety of prayer practices and the
a

awesome gift of

devoted

our townhouse. My husband and our
friend were in their morning prayers,

prayer partners.

Prayer plays a grew role in my everyday

life. Prayer feels like

a practice that is part of the members'

an extension of who

lifestyles of the church they came from

I pray regularly through the day—
why wouldn' t I lift up praise, frustration,
etc., to God in the heat of the moment of

hour and, in addition to spoken words,

I

in Liberia. This can go on for nearly an

am.

While I

need?!

recognize

can involve speaking in tongues and

the great role '

singing

il

in my life, I was struck dumb
in my Lutheran Confessions class this
semester when the professor asked the

class, "

When did

you

in my

not alone

final

to that question is that as I

answer

Luther

silence.

how to pray as I

prayed aloud

Seminary

students.)

Through

discovered

life with God. It's not that if you pray
for more, you get more, but rather that

growing up in the church, I learned prayers, but I did not
learn how to pray through any formal instruction. Instead, I
out

I do not think

the power that lies in a regular prayer

My

having a regular prayer practice opens my eyes wider to what
gifts God is giving me and grants me the ability to receive them
with thanksgiving.

was

figured

songs. (

their testimonies, I have

first learn how to

pray?" I was

praise

that this is a typical experience of

prayer plays

in

youth activities

That Still, Small Voice
God transforms us when we pray
fear the transforming power of the Holy

Lance Ferguson

By

a

M.A. junior

Spirit that we have just asked for, and so

plus

we turn off our ability to listen.
Prayer. Prayer
as

demand,

a

conversation,

a

friend' s

change

true for the

If

we

thanks. As

as

is

an

a

interesting

remarked,

question,"

God; it

prayer

a request,

prayer

thing. C. S. Lewis
to

as

prayer

responding
It( prayer) doesn' t

friends and people we read about share
storiesof God respondingto them in their

be changed,

willingness to let God be God. A woman
torn by internal strife says, " I don' t

rest of us.

is

who will

fearful thing for

most

know what to do, but I've been praying

God certainly hears our half of
the conversation, but do we hear God' s

every day about it, and it is better now"

and change

a

people.

response?

How do

hearing the

d

voice

C. S.

Lewis

doesn' t

8•

Strong©

remarked

change

God; it

CONCORD

Ingrid Franzon

that

prayer

changes me"

God has
to

us.

know

we

voice of

when we' re

God, that

still, small

that Elijah hears in 1 Kings 19: 12?

God has
Photo: Arthur

transform their lives. Our family, our

that is

changes me," and

pray,it is we

And yet the stories are everywhere

of people who have responded, who
have listened, who have trusted God to

come

always

And

yet

to us from time

been

too

we

was so mad at God, I couldn' t pray,but I
started again a few years ago, and today
I' m at peace."

eternal;

Trusting souls, willing to hear and

there calling
can' t or won' t

listen to that still, small voice. Lives
lives transformed in and
changed,

right

often we

hear God because

A man, imprisoned for 10 years says, " I

fear to do so. We

through prayer.

Greece and Peace

Take the Time to

Eat Your Way

Stop

Through the Twin Cities

Luther seminary parish nurse

19 Fifth St. N. E., Minneapolis
612) 378- 0611

Let your gentleness be evident to all.
The Lord is near. Do not be anxious about

www.gardensofsalonica. com

E

il

anything, but in everything, by prayer and

By Matt Skinner
It

professor of

the temple

petition, with thanksgiving, present your

New Testament

that ancient Greeks saw the words Know

was said

Apollo

of

Pray

By Karen Treat

GARDENS OF SALONICA

Associate

and

at

thyself inscribed

Delphi. Good advice, but don' t try it

on an

requests to God. And the peace of God, which
transcends all understanding, will guard
on

your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus.

empty

Philippians 4: 5-7

stomach. Fortunately, for centuries the Greeks have found ways of using
leaves

and lamb to make their philosophical pursuits
Greek gastronomy is one of that culture' s great gifts
great that it makes us willing to overlook some of the more

olive oil, garlic, grape

much more enjoyable.

to the

world— so

Plato' s idea

unfortunate contributions, such as

philosopher-kings,

of

the

opening ceremonies of the 2004 Athens Olympics and the third declension.
Gardens of Salonica sits slightly off the beaten path in northeastern

Minneapolis, serving traditional
well-lit

dining

for

appropriate

from

and modern

rooms create a warm and
couples or small groups.

Playful

varieties

hearts ( anginares),

from the dozen

If there is

be the

such a

thing

flavored

as

on pita wedges;

your sinuses and makes you

Moving

onto entr6es, our

beef

and

plaki ( cod with olive oil,

lamb in Greek

group

b6chamel—

menu.

We tried the

tomatoes

to

beingbusy withlife to slowing down andbeing
sample

artichoke

braised

game and at the kitchen table. But I think

the peace that transcends all understanding

of an appetizer,

skordalia crackles on your
could sprout

it

lemon juice).

hair

tongue,

on

Telly

the pastitsio ( layered noodles,
it Greece' s answer to lasagna), the

enjoyed

and spices) and

the orzo arni ( braised

All the dishes

were

flavorful ( some

say robust) and the portions generous.
Then there' s the lamb. When Paul wrote to the Greeks in ancient Corinth,
Food will not bring us close to God; we are no worse off if we do not eat,

would

and no

better

off

if

tried the psito, the
main

we

do," it

roasted

was obvious

lamb. Golden

lamb dish. I found the

meat

to his

readers

potatoes

deliciously

that he had never

accompany the Gardens'

seasoned and not at all short

on garlic cloves.

Although lamb

dominates the

entr6e

and seafood choices are also available.

sandwiches,

too,

including

great

Of

versions

aware of God. Prayer can happen anywhere.
It can happen at the stoplight, at a baseball

octopus

happy. It

pasta with red sauce).

cahnness? It is pretty clear.Pray.Give thanks.

with olive oil, garlic and other

the Platonic ideal

consider

I want

feel the peace that Paul talks about.
Prayer is ritual. It is the movement from

pieces of sculpture crafted

Savalas' head.
ground

and your minds."

And give it all away to the Lord. Then I can

inspire conversation.

the

hearts

atmosphere particularly

skordalia( pureed garlic with potato, olive oil and

Smear it generously
tickles

on

guard your

to feel that depth of peace.
What can I do to attain such incredible

clean,

roasted red peppers ( pipperies) and

octapodi)— all served with pita and

seasonings.

Its two

cuisine.

are a must, and the combination plate allows guests

three different

must

inviting

natural materials attract attention and

Appetizers

Greek

I love the phrase `And the peace of God,

which transcends all understanding, will

offerings,
course,
of

several

vegetarian

the restaurant serves

classic

souvlaki and gyros served with a

standbys

such

as

satisfying tzatziki( yogurt sauce).
This is food fit for the Olympian deities. Chortason seauton! Feed thyself!

comes when we really stop to pray.
The practice of prayer can be neglected
with church leaders and seminarians. The

ministry is demanding. It requires countless

hours caring for others, preparing sermons,
reading and writing papers. Nurturing the
relationship with God can run second place
to the rest of the day.
There are many ways to take care of the
soul while attending seminary.

Attend chapel daily. If that is difficult,
plan out what days would work, and make
that part of your schedule.
Walk the Prayer Labyrinth when it is
up on campus. It is scheduled for the third

Wednesday of every month.
Form a small group for spiritual
direction. A trained spiritual director is
offeredfreeof chargefor students and spouses

through the office of Student Services.

Cultivate a new form of prayer. Many
of our church and spiritual leaders over the

Up

Next:

years have given us beautiful practices to
follow.

HELL' S KITCHEN
89 S. 10th

Hosted

Friday,

by

Minneapolis;

Start a prayer journal. Journaling in

www.hellskitcheninc. com

Haprayer

Hannah Johnson

Nov. 30; meet

at

Bockman Hall parking lot

at

6: 45

your
a. m.

form is

life

at

a wonderful

way to

chronicle

Luther.

Blessings

to

you

as

you

grow

in

knowledge of the Lord and with the Lord.
CONCORD •
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I

Prayer:

a Case Study

Living in the Eternal Present
Be! ( in Christ)

Glory

Katie Fick

By

M. Div.

for you. I learned that I could agree with a few things that were

middler

said, such as" faith comes by hearing," and could agree with

ministry fellowship from the
Fund for Theological Education ( FTE). This organization

Last

funding

provides

have

I

summer

received

for

seminarians

to do a ministry

project or

in ministry they would not have in the
I chose to use my fellowship funds

an experience

typical seminary

a

education.

to explore my prayer life— or rather,my lack of a" significant"
prayer life. My project had many facets, but centered around
three trips: I
8- day silent

Benedictine monastery, I went on an
if you disobey the no-outside-reading rule

stayed at a

retreat

it' s

opportunity to memorize
Luther' s Small Catechism), and I was supposed to go to Holden
at a silent retreat,

an excellent

Village. Holden, however,
went

was

to Plan B. I had told FTE that I

charismatic side

this

smoke,

was

Miracles in the
asked

a wildfire and

would explore

the

I

more

of prayer— so, with the trip to Holden up in
my opportunity. I found a conference called

Glory"

going

on

during the

same weekend and

interesting

conference promised

never witnessed.

One"

speakers with skills

Powerful

carries a

our breath at the end of each sentence. Both Jen and I objected

to some language about God' s presence being evidenced only
by signs and miracles, but we were very curious about how
such things would play out.

Then the prayers for healing started. We had been told in
advance that there were healing angels in the room that our
speaker could see. He also showed us a jewel that had been

given to him by an angel. Then our speaker began calling for
people to be healed. The first person he called for was" a male

with astigmatism in his right eye." I instantly felt regret that

my husband had refused to come with me, because that is his
exact problem. No one came forward in the room, though, so
he called for a male with astigmatism in his left eye. No one.

He opened it up to men and women. Nothing. He finally just
opened it up to anyone with an eye problem that had been
diagnosed

Jen Kuntz to go with me.

The
I had

due to

closed

many other things if Jen and I simply added" in Christ" under

Anointing for

by

a physician.

People

came

up— and he asked us

to pray for their healing. We complied as he laid hands on each
person and then yelled as he let go of them. He called out for

several other afflictions until most of the people in the room

Wonders."( Yes, they used capital
that.) Another" releases the Glory of God in

had gone up for healing. Nothing that Jen or I could go up for,

I felt a little out of my depth,
but I had also just finished my Lutheran Confessions class and
felt comfortable enough in my own beliefs to see if I could learn

Later, though, after many other prayers and healings, he
asked us all to put our hands on any part of us that was hurting

Healings, Miracles, Signs,

letters for
fresh fire

all of

everywhere

he

and

goes."

something from people so far outside my realm of experience.
Oh my, did I learn. I learned that speaking in tongues does
not

have

Your

much of an

impact if there is

for

one- stop source

no one

there to translate

self-justification

Excuses, Excuses
This

month's problem:

sore and

Worst fear

realized:

This conference made me take my views on healing prayer

exit

Hillary

Got the flu from

the common cup at communion

Ecumenical: Had

an

Aldersgate

D

experience

American

Country- Music Theological:
wheel and wouldn' t

10

un-

CONCORD

healing does happen— not just

course, but also healings that cannot be explained by what we
currently know scientifically— and I believe God is present in

both. Answers to prayers are not explained by God' s presence
or absence, or by how hard we try.I am afraid of the idea that

the absence of seemingly miraculous healings means God isn' t
present, as if praying is summoning God for our purposes.
Late in the conference, most people were joyous, but a few
were

Patriotic: Retreat? That' s

away eventually— though I think

my own healing of cold sores and headaches, that run their

floor had the

supporting

go

seriously. After all, I believe

Sob story Withdrew my candidacy
and am now

headache did

than by our efforts that weekend.

Got locked in the

which

ailments were visible to the naked eye( but that does not mean

more due to the natural processes of the world God has created

after
stacks overnight
9

forgetting

I was not healed. Many people, though, gave testimonies as
to what had been healed in them that evening. None of their

away, though. Not every healing is spontaneous. And my cold

Classic: Busy with coursework
book

on my lip, which had a cold sore. We were instructed to really
focus and pray for our healing, which I did most earnestly.Our
speaker also prayed for our healing most fervently, and kept
asking us to evaluate ourselves to see if we were healed.

were told that our ailments might take weeks or months to go

Missing the
Candidacy Retreat
Extenuating:

or needed healing. I put one hand on my forehead, because the
loud music and stuffy room had given me a headache, and one

they were not healed). I confess, though, that I was skeptical.
Throughout the weekend, we prayed for healing. A lot. We

x

„"

so we were disappointed.

Jesus took the

stop to ask

for directions

disappointed." Anything happen for you yet?" one

asked another

Didn' t

she go

in the bathroom. " No,
up for

healing

you.

woman

the other asked.

twice yesterday?" a man asked

the person next to him. If your only expectation is signs and
wonders, what God are you left with if they don' t happen?

Events

Concord Events Calendar
By Sarah
M.Div.

Brouwer

to achieve this is tojoin the YMCA. Visit wwwymcatwincities.

org to learn more about membership rates, income-based

middler

membership, facilities, locations, classes and more. The YMCA
Seminarians,
time for

faculty, and

staff.

I am sure

me, and

This fall has been

you are all

a

crazy

feeling the building

is a great way to get healthy,but it's also a great way to support
an important part of our Twin Cities community.

pressure of end-of-the-semester assignments, holiday planning,
and

Advent programming. But I just

want

to

remind all of you

For kids

that this is the season of thanksgiving! We must take time to
stand

back

and appreciate all

the blessings

we

have

and all

the

things we have accomplished over the course of this semester.

Use

the ideas

some of

enjoy a day off!
Before fall is

trip
last

on

over,

this calendar as a way to relax and

take a friend

or your

family

on a

day

the Twin Cities. Now is the time to see the
the season somewhere in Minnesota, Wisconsin

outside of
colors of

Iowa. At http://
id= 10 you can find

or

relax and

vita.mn/ guides. php?d= view

a great

list

day

of

trips that

guide& guide_

help

will

you

enjoy the beautiful Midwest. Columnist Rick Nelson
The Green Room in Waconia to find all

suggests you visit

kinds

of comfort

foods. In Avon

the Fisher' s Club

you can visit

Restaurant,

owned by Garrison Keillor. Other destinations
include downtown Red Wing, Stillwater, Winona, Taylors Falls,
and Duluth, all in Minnesota, and Superior, Wis. Get out and
enjoy the outdoors before it gets too cold.

Through Jan. 6 at the Minneapolis Institute of Arts:
A Georgia O' Keefe exhibit. O' Keefe, born in Wisconsin,

moved to New York and became the toast of the art world

during the 1930s and` 40s. Her drawings, watercolors, paintings
and pastels on exhibit date from 1915 to the 1970s,
spanning her
whole career.
recognize

her

Even if
name

you

don' t know her

because

she

did

a

work, you

lot for

women

probably
in the art

world. Head over to the Minneapolis Institute of the Arts at 2400
Third Ave. S. in Minneapolis. The institute' s phone number is
612) 870-3131,

and

to the institute is

the Web site is

always

www.artsmia.org.

free, but the O' Keefe

exhibit.

Kahlo lived

and worked

in Mexico

P- Check out some of the great things at the Minnesota
Children' s Museum. Now through April 27, 2008, the

museum is featuring an exhibit called" Can You Tell Me How
to Get to Sesame Street?" This exhibit includes creative,

interactive lessons for kids and historical information that

parents can also enjoy. Also, on every third Sunday of the

month there is a free Inventor' s Workshop. The museum
provides all the materials, and your kids create all the fun. The
Minnesota Children's Museum is located at 10 W.Seventh St. in

St. Paul. The phone number is( 651) 225-6000, and the Web site is
wwwmcm.org.
),-

If you are looking for a fun treat on a Saturday morning,

head on down the road to Dinkytown and check out Cereal
World and the Minnesota Popcorn Connection! At this
crazy new restaurant, you can get any combination of cereals

and toppings, over 19 different kinds of popcorn, Belgian
waffles, oatmeal and yogurt parfaits. This unique breakfast

point is located at 42314th Ave. S. E. in Minneapolis.
Check out In the Heart of the Beast Puppet and

Mask Theater in Minneapolis. Every Saturday this theater
puts on two shows. They ask only for a small donation. Visit
wwwhobt.org for more details. In the Heart of the Beast is
located at 1500 E. Lake St. in Minneapolis.

Admission

exhibit

is$ 8.

Through Jan. 20 at the Walker ACenter:
A Frida
rt
Kahlo

)

City in

the

Ball!
A S k the MagIC 8—
B
a I' I
Real theological answers from the ball that knows all

first half of the 20th century. She is yet another who blazed

the path for women artists. She is famous not only for her
art, which depicts the suffering and victimization that she
experienced,

but

for the

also

movie

Frida, starring Salma

Hayek, which told her story.This is an exhibit of over 50 pieces.
It is being shown in only three cities in the United States and

includes works never before shown publicly. The Walker Art
Center is

at

Do we really have to pray
just to make it today?
Most likely"

1750 Hennepin Ave. S., Minneapolis. The phone

number for the Walker is ( 612) 375-7600, and the Web site is
wwwwalkerart.org.

This

Admission is$ 6-$ 10.

Saturday, Nov

head

17,

on

over

Square' s Annual Coffee Festival! I know

to Calhoun

all of you

have

coffee running through your veins anyway, so why not make a
day of it? The Annual Coffee Festival will feature a sampling
of

the Twin Cities'

caffeinated
more.

best

improv comedy

coffee,
shows

Calhoun Square is located

tea

and

dessert

by ComedySportz
at

vendors,
and much

the corner of West Lake

Street and Hennepin Avenue South in Uptown Minneapolis.
The event

runs

from 10

a.m.

to 2 p. m. Admission is$ 9. Have a

jittery day!

As members of the Luther Seminary community we are
constantly encouragedto be healthyleaders. One affordable way

Should I rely on
M.C. Hammer

YAi, lpi! i, j

for practical
theological
g
advice more
often?

Yes"
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Table Talk

Down the Hill

The

What' s

your

favorite

God Answers Prayers,

y

pra
prayer
position?

p

Luther Seminary
through younger eyes

Not b E- mail
justy

Married
MorningHannalora,Andreas and Oliver Thul
Children of Daryl and Jennie Thul

Meditation.„
Lydia

Jennie: Do you pray? Why do you pray?
Andreas ( age 13): Prayer can help you in your struggles,
and God always hears them. He answers them if they' re not

and

Beau Nelson
M. Div. juniors

bad questions like," Dear Lord, can I please rob the bank?”

Jennie: How do you know God hears your prayers?

Elbows

on

my desk, hands
the forehead.

clasped and on

I' ll

call

it' The Last Resort.'
Karoline Lewis

Assistant

professor of

Biblical

Preaching

The Bible tells us that He' s with us everyday and
everywhere.

Hanna ( age 16): I pray for the things I' m asking for like
assistance in something or protection or being thankful for
something that went right. I pray at every meal.

Prayers are answered, it seems, but at least voicing your
prayers out loud will help you spiritually and mentally.I don' t
get an e-mail with the answer to a prayer. I pray to God. It's all
about trust. Trust that someone will take care of you, listen to

you. Trust that someone will ultimately help you.

Walking toward the
OCC

at

Jennie: How do you know that your prayers are

7: 55, before

answered?

Hebrew, with my
hands in my pockets,

staring

at

Hanna: I don' t KNOW that my prayers are answered, but
if I look back at a time like a time that I had a big problem, I
can see that it got solved. It's not like I say, "Hey, I prayed for

my feet."

that, and here' s the solution." You look back and see that your
prayers are answered.

Craig Wexler

Prayers aren' t always answered the same way or the way

M. Div. middler

I'd like or in the form that' s easiest to comprehend.( I'd like an
e- mail—

The

Holy

Horizontal."
Kevin Kaiser
M. Div. senior

especially telling me what' s going to happen).

I don' t think that prayers are just starting with" Dear Lord,"
but they are thoughts in your head and what you' re thinking.
When you' re having a bad day, God knows. Even if you' re not
talking to Him directly, "God, I' m having a bad day." I don't
think you have to voice everything. Soon you will feel better,
and you realize that things are better.

I pray for

others,

but it' s

unintentional prayer—

I think

about them. That' s a prayer. God knows what that person
needs.

Does

in the

being

the

Prayer Labryinth

eating bag
Butter M& M' s
a

drinking

after

i,

Peanut

of

a

jam)

passed out

middle of

and

jug

of milk

count as a position?"

Stew Carlson*
2007 M. Div. graduate,

mailroom chief

TheviewsofStewCadsonstilldonotnecessarilyreFlectviewsoftheConcordorLutherSeminary
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Oliver( age 9): I pray at lunch, supper and when I go to bed.
I pray that God will watch over me, and I know that He always
loves me.

Hanna starts questioning her brother at this point.)
Hanna: Do you ever pray for other people? What happens
if someone is having a problem or a bad day?
0: 1 pray for them. I say," Help this person with this."
H: Are your prayers answered?

O: I know my prayers are answered because of God' s love.
H: Anything you want to state about your beliefs?
O: I believe that God did die on the cross, and He did all He
did because he loved us and cared for us so that we can live.

